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bought for costumer girl, she loved it. Years has passed, however the book is still very actual. great condition Five Stars
gift for a university senior majoring in costume design Five Stars This is an extremely informative book with a great deal
of illustrations. I could recommend this reserve to all or any people who intrested in history of costume and fashion. An
indespensible reserve for anybody studying the subject. Just what my daughter wanted! She's owned it for over a decade
and uses it in the classroom with her students for practically every project. A fantastic guide for study and for a jumpingoff point when researching. This is a great reference book This is an excellent reference book. Very interesting book. As
described. I purchased the reserve because I was interested in the evolution of clothing but this book will be very useful
for anyone interested in costuming. Can't suggest it more highly. It must be on the shelf of each costume designer.
Fabulous research and wonderful use of artwork (paintings) to show the historical fashions by date. It's the most
comprehensive bible of fashion background in print today. Every Costumer should very own this book Probably the very
best book published about the history of costume. My Costume Design professor wants all her design students to
purchase this book, as it is usually invaluable in researching historical dress. Well-organized, well illistrated, and superb
text to floor you in whatever period you're embarking on replicating. Ultimate book on fashion THIS book may be the
ultimate book on trend! she loved it. An excellent addition to my library and a mustfor a person with an interest popular
through the ages. Very interesting, huge book. Everything an historian or article writer needs to know about dress for
women and men through the ages. Fabulous! A lot of work and scholarship in this very important, wonderfully written &
researched book. Terrific Exploration of Fashions more than 20,000 years As an writer and artist I am captivated by this
big, beautiful book. Such a great historical study of western tradition. And the men's fashions! and their sneakers! oh lala! Plenty of photographs. Glossy web pages with excellent types of fashion sense cross cultures and period is supported
with excellent textual detail. great Saw this in a library a couple of years back, usually wanted a copy. Every period
considered in details and offered awesome illustrations. Had this book at my side through four years schooling to be a
designer, and don't know very well what I would have done without it. It's filled with photos and drawings. Quick
delivery too! Beautifully carried out, greatpictures, I just loved it.Must have It is most probably the best & most
informative book about background of world costume.
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